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John Romain banks the NHS Spitfire over
the airfield in a glorious climax to our fly-in.
Pictures: David Young

Fifty up! But one didn’t land
By Pete White
I was in two minds as to whether we should
count the fly-by of the NHS Spitfire as a
visitor to our fabulous Cornwall Strut Fly-in
on Saturday September 12, but as it was
certainly below circuit height the decision
was made... we do.
So we notched up 50 visiting aircraft of all
shapes and sizes, from as far north as
Netherthorpe, near Sheffield, and from the
east, Maypole Farm near Canterbury in
Kent. A truly great mix of aircraft types
ranging from a 1936-built Aeronca C3 to
more recently completed machines bringing
with them an equally diverse collection of
characters, all united by that pure joy of
flight.
I am often asked where all those aircraft
come from, so for the record, we attracted
aeroplanes from 30 different bases around
the UK. Roche; Culdrose; Perranporth; St
Merryn; Davidstow Moor; Eggesford;
Cargreen, Saltash; Bolt Head; Belle Vue;
Gorrel Farm, North Devon; Garston Farm
near Bath; Compton Abbas; Yeovilton;
Dunkeswell; Watchford Farm; Henstridge;
Bidford on Avon; Lee-on Solent; Cardiff;

Some of the multifarious aircraft types on show

Goodwood; Netherthorpe; Westbury, Wiltshire;
Shobdon; Hinton in the Hedges; Old Quarry Farm,
Canterbury; Bulley; Wellesbourne Mountford; White
Waltham; Popham and Maypole Farm, Kent.
Visitors arriving by road, and our Club and Strut
members, mingled with and enjoyed the company of

1946 Fairchild Argus
our aerial guests in the open air on the patio
and the special seating area we had
constructed. Using the patio and the open and
spaced seating format, it was possible to
operate observe all the Covid 19 safety
measures to protect our guests and members
alike.
Our Diner 31 cafe went al fresco and set up
the very popular ‘Snack Shack’ on the patio,
serving us all with wonderful sausage and
bacon baps and more. Dottie, Keith and their
team did us all proud and provided

sustenance for all with a smile – smiles that were
sadly hidden by the obligatory masks. Dottie asked
me to make special mention of the Diner 31
helpers, who worked relentlessly to feed the
multitude – their names appear below.
And is if that was not enough, as mentioned earlier,
we had the NHS-marked Spitfire on its West
Country sortie, with John Romain giving us an
exhilarating low level ‘salute’ while he was
routeing around the local hospitals in honour of
the work being done by our magnificent NHS.
What a day – and none of this would have been
possible without the help and enthusiasm of
about 30 volunteers who graciously gave up
their time to play their part in the day’s
proceedings and to ensure that our Cornwall
Strut Fly-in was such a resounding success. The
Club is very rich in support from its members for
the events and many of the jobs around the
airfield, and this is particularly heartwarming as
the Club does belong to us all, and can only
function successfully if we take part in the

proceedings. I thank you all profusely for your
support.
*To view the colourful and varied collection of
aircraft visitors to our event, please click on the link
below to see the results of David Young’s camera
work.
https://www.flickr.com/photos/190239926@N08/
albums/72157715957060458/with/50338481737/
And finally, acknowledgement for all those who
pitched in to help: Organiser, Pete White. Chief
marshall, John Colgate. Marshallers: Richard Saw,
Jamie Wharram, Chris Matthews, Dan Gordon,
David Walker, Bruce Bryan, Peter Gibbs, Mark
Haywood, Martin Pengelly, Pat Malone, Thomas H
Jones (also our medic). Refuellers (UL91) Nick
Chittenden, Zeb Chittenden. Tower: Hector
Chittenden, Jay Gates. Booking in: Anthea
Colgate. Hosting: Martin Parker, John Moss, Peter
Smedley, Nigel Ramsay. Security, Mark Joce. Diner
31: Keith and Dottie Elderkin, Jo Smedley, Liz del
Bon, Jane Bryan, Caroline Jennings.

Sunshine, planes and al fresco
dining – picture by Chris Perret

Nick and Zeb sold 200 litres of UL91

By Royal Appointment

Princess Anne’s helicopter touches down at Bodmin – we’d just cut the grass

By Jay Gates
At a guess, I would say that Bodmin Airfield has
never been visited by Royalty before – although I
may be wrong, and one of our elder statesmen
members will put me right if my assertion is
incorrect. Bodmin is an isolated, rural airfield in
the depths of Cornwall, and there must be many
good helicopter landing grounds around the
county which allow VIP visitors with
their own Sikorsky S76 direct
access to the places they need to
visit on formal occasions.
That absence of Royal
patronage changed on Wednesday
September 16, 2020. Obviously, the
Queen’s Helicopter Flight don’t just
pop in or phone for PPR on the day,
and a little bit of forward planning
and liaison was required prior to the
visit. Three weeks before, on
August 27, we received an email
from the Royal and Protected Visits
Planning Officer at Devon and
Cornwall Police headquarters in
Exeter. The email was very bland,
devoid of detail and merely said:
‘We would like to use your airfield
please. Contact me so that
arrangements and approval can be
made.’ Naturally, contact was made
immediately and the required
approval was granted, despite no

Pictures: David Young

details of the proposed visit being given to us, not
even the date. One week later we were contacted
by the head of the Devon and Cornwall Close
Protection Unit who passed further sensitive
information regarding the proposed flight date. It
would be a Queen’s Helicopter Flight aircraft with
two crew and two passengers, one of whom was
an aide. No identification of the helicopter type or

Princess and equerry step out

Nice bit of kit – Royal Flight Sikorsky S76C++

the other passenger was given. It made us
all think which member of the Royal Family is the
one seen most conducting visits alone. The week
before the flight we were contacted by a member
of the Queen’s Helicopter Flight who asked
questions regarding helicopter operations at
Bodmin Airfield, and normal procedures associated
with the flying programme. At that point we were
given the identification of the helicopter – it was to
be a Sikorsky S76C++, registration G-XXEB, and
operating under the callsign “Rainbow 1 Romeo”.
The ETA was given as 1455 local, it would shut

down and the passenger would depart the airfield.
The helicopter would remain on the ground until
1605 when the party would return, and it would
depart. Again, no details of who was on board,
where they were arriving from or departing to, were
given.
The Queen’s Helicopter Flight is based at
RAF Odiham in Hampshire, and the helicopters are
owned by the Keeper of the Privy Purse and
operated by the Queen’s Private Secretary’s office
on behalf of the Royal Travel section of the Lord
Chamberlain’s office. G-XXEB was purchased new
in 2009 direct from
Sikorsky in the USA
and with a VVIP cabin
fit. It has a MTOW of
5,307kg and is
capable of a top speed
of 155 knots with a
maximum range of
400 miles. The history
of the Queen’s Flight
goes back to 1936
when the King’s Flight
was formed by King
Edward VIII. It was the
world’s first Head of
State aircraft unit and
became the Queen’s
Flight in 1952, when it
was based at RAF
Benson. In 1995 the
Queen’s Flight was
merged with 32

Princess Anne remains socially distanced from the Lord Lieutenant

Royal Captains Belton
(left) and Brooks with Dot
Squadron RAF to become
32 (The Royal) Squadron based at
RAF Northolt. However, in 1997,
operation of Royal aircraft was
transferred from the military to the
Royal Household and became a
purely civilian-manned and
operated flight, and operations
were transferred to RAF Odiham
where they remain to this day.
The day before the flight the
airfield was visited by three dark
vehicles manned by a group of
what are best described as ‘Men in
Black’. After a short walk around
and a conference in the car park
they disappeared as mysteriously
as they had arrived, without
contacting us. The protection of all
VIPs in the United Kingdom
remains the responsibility of the
Commissioner of Metropolitan Police in London.
Armed protection is provided in the case of
designated members of the Royal Family by
members of the Met Police Royalty Protection
Department (RPD - SO14 (2)). Where a VIP
requiring armed protection is visiting Cornwall,
additional armed support is provided by officers

Bodmin Airfield, by Royal Appointment

from the Devon and Cornwall Police who are
nationally trained VIP Close Protection Officers.
On the morning of the flight a vehicle of
the Queen’s Helicopter Flight arrived and its
occupant introduced himself as the Ground
Operations and Planning Officer. He and I had a
long and detailed discussion covering how the
pre-arrival and pre-departure procedures were
expected to be carried out, and walked the
airfield to determine and agree the best parking
place for the helicopter and the airside parking
location of the Royal limousine and the police
escort vehicles. Communications with the
helicopter would be direct by the Royal Flight
officer, from his vehicle, although the crew would
call Bodmin Radio inbound with their ETA. At this
point we were advised that the Royal passenger
was to be HRH The Princess Royal, travelling
with a personal equerry.
Two hours before her arrival, the Devon
and Cornwall Police Close Protection team, all
heavily armed, arrived in three black BMW X5
vehicles. Dot and Keith Elderkin had come in
especially to ensure that refreshments were
available to them, and they all relaxed with a cup
of tea and a muffin to await the helicopter’s
arrival. At this point we were given the final
pieces of information of the flight. It would be
arriving from Falmouth, where Princess Anne
had paid a visit to the National Maritime
Museum. On arrival at Bodmin she would be met
by the Lord Lieutenant of Cornwall, Edward
Bolitho, and she would be visiting Citizens
Advice Cornwall, based in Bodmin. As patron of
the charity, the visit was to allow the Princess to

personally thank the charity’s volunteers for
their invaluable work during the coronavirus
pandemic, where the enforced closure of the Citizens
Advice office in the Old Library meant all staff had to
work from home, but continued to provide a full
service to the public.
At the appointed time, the Royal helicopter
called Jamie Wharram in the Tower and the Sikorsky
S76C++ duly arrived, landing at 1453 and shutting
down at 1455. It shut down remarkably quickly, and
Princess Anne stepped out to be met by Edward
Bolitho. The convoy then left the airfield and
proceeded to Bodmin for the scheduled meeting with
Citizens Advice Cornwall. Whilst awaiting the return
of the Royal party, Dot managed to have her
photograph taken with the Royal helicopter pilots,
which thrilled her no end. Both are ex-military,
Captain Marcus Brooks being a high-time Puma pilot
and Captain Adam Belton having flown the Chinook
for much of his career.
After just over an hour the convoy returned
and HRH The Princess Royal and her equerry
embarked on the Helicopter and departed Bodmin
Airfield at 1603. At this point the final piece of
information was passed to us when the Royal Flight
Officer announced that the helicopter would be flying
to Gatcombe Park, Princess Anne’s home, to drop
her off after her day’s work was done.
And so ended an exciting day, where Bodmin
Airfield was ‘By Royal Appointment’ for 80 minutes.
Interestingly, no NOTAM was issued on the day
advising aviators of the establishment of a Purple

And they’re oﬀ – in another storm of new-mown hay

Can’t stop for royalty – YH lands on 31

Airway for any part of the Royal Flight. Modern
security considerations dictate that the minimum
amount of detail of the movements of any member
of the Royal family should be promulgated, and
Purple Airspace notices are a thing of the past.
Since the visit, I’ve lost count of the number
of Club members who have told me that Princess
Anne is their favourite Royal – no nonsense,
genuine and hard-working.

Tristan Pyzer gets a congratulatory Covid elbow from Terry Earl

PPL Tristan
wins his wings
Examiner Terry Earl congratulates Tristan Pyzer
with the customary 2020 ‘elbow kiss’ and Yankee
Hotel looks on with pride having successfully
delivered yet another pilot to the CFC roll of
honour.
Obviously the Covid-19 situation has
played havoc with the training programme this
year, but thanks to the sterling efforts of our
instructors – notably Andy Wilkins – we have
managed to keep to some semblance of a
schedule, and despite the pandemic restrictions
Tristan has done his PPL course in relatively quick
time.
He started learning to fly at Bodmin early
last year and then left to go to University in London
in September 2019. He did some more training at
Booker before the Covid pandemic meant that he
had to come home in March.
As soon as the training restrictions were
lifted in early July Tristan was back at Bodmin to
continue with his training – and his successful skills
test on September 29 was the culmination of a
very successful 10-week period of intense training.
Well done, Tristan, and welcome to the fraternity.

Zooming to the AGM
The ballot held in September to accept or reject the
proposed amendments to our Articles of
Association resulted in overwhelming backing for
the Board’s plan to introduce a level of flexibility
which will allow us to hold an Annual General
Meeting online, rather than by gathering in the
clubhouse – which would not only be undesirable,
but illegal under Covid-19 restrictions. More than
95 percent voted in favour of the change, and as a
result it was unanimously adopted at the Cornwall
Flying Club Board meeting on September 30 and is
now deemed to be incorporated in our Articles.
We will now set a date for the AGM, probably in
November, and due notice will be sent to all
members by email. It is planned to hold the
meeting by Zoom – if you’re not familiar with Zoom,
it’s a relatively uncomplicated system which the
Board has been using with fair success for its
meetings in recent months. We will be watching
with interest the LAA’s Annual General Meeting,
where Zoom is being used by a far greater number
of members than we have… watch out for full
details in your inbox.
My thanks to Leith Whittington for establishing
what was necessary and writing the relevant
amendments, and to Darren Fern for organising
the ballot. – Pat Malone

Nick Chittenden gives the RV a thorough annual

Learning to fly in the RV12
By Darren Fern
Following discussions between myself, Club
Chairman Pat Malone and Light Aircraft Association
Chief Executive Steve Slater at LAA headquarters
at Turweston, our new Vans RV12 is available for
self-fly hire and diﬀerences training at Cornwall
Flying Club, at rates significantly cheaper than
those available for our ageing Cessna 152s.
The Turweston meeting set the seal on a
project which as you know has been some months
in the planning. The Air Navigation Order (2016)
provides specific guidance on the use of ‘Permit to
Fly’ aircraft, and has derogated authority for the
management of the process to the LAA. LAA
document TL 2.09 details the processes and
requirements for the granting of permission to use a
Permit aircraft for self-fly hire and pilot training, and
the Board has worked with the LAA to ensure that
we comply with all necessary requirements.
After a lengthy qualification process, the
LAA has granted us a ‘remunerated use’ permit to
charge for the hire of the aircraft. We have been
able to agree with the LAA that our RV12 is a
suitable platform for training towards a PPL, and
that ab initio students who own a CAA-registered
share in the aircraft can undertake flight training in
it. ANO guidance specifically allows training in a
pilot’s own LAA aircraft, either as a sole owner or
member of a group. Examination for the purposes
of an EASA PPL is also permitted in Permit aircraft.

Kernow RV Ltd, currently 25% owned
by Cornwall Flying Club, is making shares
available to PPL students for the sum of
£1,000. Flight training in the RV12 will be
operated by CFC, who will manage the
bookings for aircraft and instructor hire in
return for an administration fee. After
completion of the PPL course, the students
may sell their share to Kernow RV Ltd for the
initial sum, or can trade their share value for
‘self-fly’ hire at a the most beneficial
discounted rate at the time (currently £100 per
hour for block booking of 50 hours.)
The Board believe that the scheme will
be an attractive option for our PPL students,
being financially beneficial in the long term and
providing access to a brand new aircraft
equipped with a ‘glass panel’ and an autopilot,
which is likely to better-equip them for their
long-term aviation needs. As we gain more
experience in the use of the RV12 for training,
and as confidence in the financial operation
improves, we hope to be in a position to
purchase or build additional aircraft.
Some of the revenues from the
operation of the aircraft will go towards buying
additional shares in Kernow RV Ltd, with the
intention that within three years, the Club and
the student shareholders will own the aircraft
outright. At the moment all the shares not
owned by the Club – 75% of them – are held

by Pat Malone, and apart from the shares that
will be taken up by students, he is oﬀering Club
members the opportunity to invest. Your money
can probably do better than it will in the bank –
the interest on shares is 3.3%, and the minimum
investment is £2,000. If you’d like to invest some
money, and in doing so to help the Club, talk to
Pat.
Kernow RV Ltd has three directors, Pat Malone,
myself, and Leith Whittington. Leith is a former
company general manager in the Racal group,
and like me has no financial interest in Kernow
RV Ltd. Corinne Dennis has agreed to act as
Treasurer.
For the long term we cannot continue viable
operations based on an aged fleet of Cessna
152s, and we need to be bold and imaginative in
order to survive. Obtaining new aircraft that are
free of the tyranny of certification and licensed
engineering and are therefore cheaper to operate
and aﬀordable to more people has to be the way
forward.
If you wish to fly our new aircraft or want to know
more, please ask Jay, any instructor, Pat, or
myself for details.

New date for
wing-walking
By Pete White
Saturday October 24 is scheduled to be our next
Wing Walking day at Bodmin Airfield. After a
succession of delays due to firstly the aircraft being
unserviceable, closely followed by an exceedingly
wet winter we were all set to start our 2020 Wing
Walking season in April. Then like a thunderbolt
from the heavens, an unimaginable obstacle
delayed us once again... yes, Covid-19. As things
eased after the lockdown period we booked the
Boeing Stearman and crew to arrive on 19th
September to fly our intrepid volunteers around the

Discount for
RV conversion
We’re sorry we had to abandon the idea of
giving members a free 20-minute introductory
flight in the RV12 at the fly-in on September
12, but Covid-19 concerns made it
undesirable to put a large number of people
together with our instructors in a small space,
the risk being that one infected person could
make a proper job of spreading the bug in a
single afternoon.
Many members had signed up for the oﬀer,
and as a substitute, we will discount the first
hour of a glass panel conversion by the
equivalent of 20 minutes training hire cost, or
£40. So you’ll pay £80 for the first hour (plus
the instructor’s fee, currently £40) and £120
for any subsequent training. The hourly self-fly
hire cost for the RV will be £125, or £115 if
you buy a ten-hour block. The training hire
cost is £120 per hour, plus the instructor’s fee.
Qualified pilots will need to do a glass-panel
conversion, which could take one or two
hours depending on your facility with screens
and buttons. If you’re planning to take
advantage, it’s well worth studying the Dynon
Skyview pilots guide beforehand – we can
email you a copy, along with the POH.

airfield strapped to the top wing in an effort for
them to raise money for their favourite charities.
The weather gods took control this time, and we
had to postpone – so our next opportunity to run a
Wing Walking event is now on Saturday October
24. To stay safe and abide by the Covid rules and
measures, we are limiting the number of visitors
and staggering their arrival times so we can spread
the flights over the whole day. Running an event of
this nature can only be successful if we have
volunteer helpers so if you wish to join us on the
day please contact me.
If you fancy the experience of Wing
Walking, please make all of your bookings by
phoning 01404 890244 or e-mailing
info@wingwalkdisplays.co.uk
If you need to contact me I’m on 01752 406660,
07805 805679 or pete@aeronca.co.uk

The shortest summer…
By Jay Gates
September is likely to be the last good month for
the airfield before the slow decline through
autumn into winter, the short days and the
weather interruptions that this comes with them.
Whilst the autumn equinox, when both day and
night hours are identical at 12 hours each, only
occurs on September 22, the Scientific
Meteorological Equinox begins on October 1,

movements, which compares well to September
2019 when 773 movements were recorded, and
is also a slight increase on September 2018 when
we had 815 movements. Of those 853
movements, 139 were on one day, when we held
the Cornwall Strut Fly-in. This was the highest
daily movement total since the same event last
September. All three fully-operational months
we’ve had this summer have reflected that

Packing them in – 139 movements in one day

and the forecast for the end of September has
already shown the start of the autumnal
jetstream conveyor belt bringing Atlantic gales
our way. For those of us who can remember, it
was September 20, 2019 that the rain started to
fall, and it continued almost uninterrupted until
March 2020, when the sun came out and
lockdown began. Let’s hope won’t have a repeat
of that dreadful period this time round.
Anyway, no point worrying about the
coming weather – we can happily report that
September was almost a perfect month, weather
wise. We had a glorious Indian Summer in the
middle of the month, despite losing five flying
days due to mist and fog up to the 28th. That
settled weather had a positive effect on our
statistics for the month. Incredibly, up to
September 28 we have recorded a total of 853

upward trend, and despite the onset of autumn
we look forward to building on this foundation.
Fuel sales have also benefitted from increased
movements with just over 7,100 litres dispensed
up to September 28, compared to just under
6,000 litres in September 2019 and just under
7,750 litres in September 2018. It’s very satisfying
to see a recovery to near normal levels in such a
short space of time, but further periods of good
flying weather are going to be in short supply and
we need a small financial buffer before we go into
winter. The Year of Covid means we have
effectively endured three winters in a row,
including one period of three months with almost
zero income.
Flight training continues apace, and we
have added two more under-18s to the list of
youngsters wishing to learn to fly. We have

released our leased Cessna 172, G-BBNZ,
back to the owners – with winter approaching
and G-EGLA now being fully back on line, it
made no sense to keep her on the books any
longer. The owners, NAL, were an absolute
pleasure to do business with, and Jamie
Wharram ferried her back to Meppershall
airfield in Bedfordshire to receive some
maintenance before going home to Newcastle.
Our introductory flight programme has
also picked up as more people come out of
isolation – we completed 19 introductory flights
over the last month and the club aircraft
knocked up 128 flying hours in that same
period, which again compares favourable with
a year ago when our aircraft flew 137 hours.

Arthur with modified Cub

One of our new club members is Arthur
Williams, who is the owner of a specially
adapted Piper J-3 Cub. Arthur is a former
Royal Marine with 42 Commando, who
became disabled in a traffic accident some
years back. This did not stop him,
and through the Aerobility charity
he learned to fly and is now
better known as a BAFTA award
winning TV presenter, having
fronted many superb TV series on
a manner of subjects. He is also a
paralympian cyclist, and an
ambassador for both Aerobility
and Help For Heroes. He intends
moving back down to Cornwall in
the coming months and his Piper
L-3 Cub, G-BDEY, will be lodged
with us here at Bodmin Airfield.
Welcome, Arthur.
We continue to welcome
people from all over the country,

and in September we had visitors from as far
away as Deanland in East Sussex, Bourne in
Cambridgeshire, Hunston in Hertfordshire and
Langdon in Essex. The latter three airfield
visitors were a group of five flexwing
microlights who camped over at Bodmin as
part of their annual tour of the West Country.
This was their third year in a row that they
have visited and camped under their wings.
As mentioned in last month’s ‘historical’
info piece on the 76th anniversary of
‘Operation Market Garden’, the famous
airborne raid designed to take Dutch bridges
between September 17 and 24, 1944, we had
visitors from two of the airfields that played an
part in that operation, namely Chipping Ongar
in Essex and Chilbolton in Hampshire.
RAF Chipping Ongar was where the
elite Pathfinder Units of the US 82nd
Airborne Division departed for their drop
on targets in the Nijmegen area, and
RAF Chilbolton was where the 506th
Parachute Infantry Battalion (PIR) of the
US 101st Airborne Division departed for
their drop on targets around Eindhoven.
To aficionados of military history, and for
fans of great wartime TV drama, Easy
Company of the 506th PIR were the
famous ‘Band of Brothers’.
Other visitors included some
twin engined aircraft, which we rarely
see at Bodmin. On the day of the
Cornwall Strut fly-in we had a beautiful
twin Tecnam P2006 that flew all the way
from Canterbury in Kent. We also had a
lovely twin visitor from Benwick in
Cambridgeshire, namely a Gulfstream GA-7
Cougar. Of course, as impressive as these
twin visitors are, one can go back to July 1979
to the day when Bodmin was graced by a

Rare twin visitor, a Gulfstream Cougar

Brymon Twotter at Bodmin in days of yore

Plymouth based DHC-6 Twin Otter, G-BFGP of
Brymon Airways. Speaking of unusual
movements, we had a Cobham Bell 412 divert to
us as rapidly-forming fog prevented them from
returning to Newquay at the end of their sortie.
They spent the night with us, but were trumped
the following day when the Queens Helicopter
Flight Sikorsky S76C++ arrived at Bodmin on
September 16 bringing in HRH The Princess
Royal, Princess Anne. See separate article in
this newsletter.

Now you see him…

royal visit, the grass was turned and spread in
anticipation of baling. This caused some
consternation, as both the royal helicopter and
the Bell 412 created a bit of an ‘over
spreading’ of the grass as they left. By the
Friday all the grass had been baled and left
alongside the hedgeline for collection. Just
under 100 bales were produced.
Up to that point we were still busy with
normal runway and taxiway grasscuts thanks
to the never-ending volunteer grass cutting
team of Richard Saw, Richard Bracey and
Hector Chittenden. The airfield looked
absolutely perfect for the Cornwall Strut event
and many people made positive comments on
its appearance and condition. Roger Davis
has now started the full replacement of the
clubhouse roof, and as the month ends he has
completed about 80% of the length. Each
panel of this new roofing material is bigger and
better than what it replaces, and the roof
space immediately below it now has a thick
layer of foam insulation, wrapped in silver foil,

Maintenance work around the airfield
continues with the most important late season
programme being the full airfield grass cut
carried out by local farmer Pete Best. The day
before the arrival of HRH the Princess Royal,
and just after the arrival of the fogbound Bell
412, Pete Best’s tractor arrived, and you could
see him appearing and disappearing into the
gloom as the day progressed. On the day of the
Fogbound Bell makes a nightstop

recorded this year alone.
Traditional lowland hay
meadows have dramatically
declined over the past 50
years, by an estimated 97%,
and they are still being lost.
Approximately 5000-10000
hectares survives today in
scattered, small isolated
fields, with small amounts
present in other
environments such as
recreational grounds and
churchyards. So it is an
important national asset we
must preserve, conserve
and look after. Sadly, the
farming group who had
Busy Bell 412 panel
asked us to donate our
cuttings to them to allow
other farms to be returned to
natural, organic, status were
which will make a difference and keep the
unable to identify a local donation site. However,
clubhouse warmer in the coming winter.
they have asked to complete a formal species
The flora and fauna around the airfield is
survey next spring and they are hoping that one
slowing down for the winter. After watching our
or more farms in the Cardinham and greater
resident swallows raise their young throughout
Bodmin areas can be found to take advantage of
the summer, they all left us on the dot on
the free hay meadow grass that we have to offer.
September 1 and are now presumably close to
Weather is a central part of aviation, and
their winter feeding grounds in
South Africa. Flocks of goldfinches
took advantage of the last of the
knapweed seed heads prior to the
airfield cut, and our pair of buzzards
continue to maintain their vantage
point on top of the windsocks. It is
amazing how quickly the
undergrowth shrivels as the season
begins to turn, and the prolific ferns
around the margins have all now
died back. Our grasslands are now
formally designated as a traditional
lowland hay meadow and have
been given the scientific
designation MG5, where MG
Happy campers under canvas
means ‘Mesotrophic Grassland’
under the British National
Vegetation Classification system.
the view from the tower which is located with an
Mesotrophic means having moderate inherent
uncluttered 360 degree view giving a ‘big sky’
fertility, moderate nutrient levels and
panorama, means that you get to see all sorts of
intermediate levels of productivity. The
cloud formations and weather phenomena. One
numerical designator of ‘5’ identifies it as an MG
of the beautiful natural optical phenomenons is a
community associated with well-drained
rainbow, and we get to see plenty of those.
permanent pastures and meadows which are
Occasionally, you get to see rarer forms of
considered to be species rich – which our
rainbows and we were fortunate to see two of
airfield is, with over 150 flowering species

Vivid rainbow arc photographed from the Tower

these in September. We all remember from
school that the colours of the rainbow are Red,
Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Indigo and
Violet. From these colours we all have our
special ways of remembering the sequence of
colours and for me is was remembering the
name of a mythical person called ROY G BIV.
Occasionally rainbows carry supplementary
rainbows, usually along the lower edge of the
dominant one, which means ROY gets a
longer surname! In this case we got to
witness an unusual triple supplementary
rainbow, also known as a Stacker Rainbow,
which meant we were looking at a rainbow
called ROY G BIVIVIV. To top this off, on the
same day a magnificent Low Rainbow
formed on the northern horizon. Low
Rainbows, better known as Rainbow Arcs,
are rare as they are not your typical high
arching rainbow, but run low across the
horizon and are incredibly rich in colour.
They are caused by a mix of a high sun and
overcast sky having low stratus fractus
clouds on the horizon.
Finally, this dreadful pandemic is not
going away any time soon, so with a second
spike on the increase, we repeat the
government warning. Do not relax your
guard, please continue to take great care
when out and about and follow the sensible
advice on maintaining safety and keeping the
virus at bay. Members and visitors are
requested to stay out of the clubhouse as
much as possible, and do their relaxing and
chatting outside on the patio for the time
being. We are looking to get the best social
distancing protocol for the clubhouse layout,

especially as the weather closes in and we
need to allow as many people as possible
safely inside. Please ensure you complete the
‘Track and Trace’ contact form if you come to
the airfield, which is on the table on your left
immediately as you enter the clubhouse. There
are some members who are still not doing this,
despite it being incredibly important that we are
able to trace everyone who has recently been

Stacker rainbow with added colour

in the clubhouse. Despite the risk in Cornwall
being lower than almost anywhere else in the
country, if you are in any doubt about your own
health, phone NHS Direct on 119 to seek
guidance. Wash hands, cover face, make
space... stay safe, one and all.

Get the lead out!

UL91 proved popular at the fly-in

By Nick Chittenden
Early in my flying career I had the pleasure of a
few years flying large piston-engine aircraft. The
largest was the Douglas DC6B, a magnificent
1950s era airliner then in service for freight
charter work throughout Europe. This rather
fabulous aircraft was powered by four Pratt and
Whitney R2800 radial engines each producing
2500hp on take-off. In the cruise it consumed
1300 litres of avgas per hour, and carried 20000
litres when full. Even in the 1990s it was an
efficient cargo machine and, with a large freight
door and 13 tons payload, carried all manner of
loads from F1 cars to livestock. Sadly the last two
in UK commercial service were retired in the early
2000s, not due to age or noise reasons (and yes
they were beautifully noisy) but because so few
airports stocked avgas in sufficient quantity and
particularly in a bowser to refuel.
Back in the day when propliners
ruled the sky the most common fuel was
100/130 octane. This contained 1.12 grams
of tetra-ethyl-lead (TEL) per litre and had an
octane rating of 130 at full power, 100
octane when lean. Of course this fuel had
far too much lead content for the light
aircraft of the time, so another fuel, 80/87,
was also in common use. This contained
only 10% of the lead content of 100/130.
TEL is highly toxic but extremely effective in
preventing detonation in high-performance

piston engines. However, largely due to
environmental reasons, 100/130 octane fuel was
slowly withdrawn and replaced by 100LL, which
contains 0.56 grams of lead per litre.
The R2800 radial needed that lead
content. Normal ‘dry’ take-off power was set at 58
inches manifold pressure; with added water
injection (to further aid in preventing detonation) a
whopping 63 inches of ‘wet’ power could be set for
60 seconds. I further add that all engine systems
and water injection were manually controlled and
monitored by the flight engineer, a very busy
chap.
Ironically, whilst the piston engine propliners are
long gone, the same 100LL fuel remains the most
commonly used for piston engine aircraft. Of
course, a small number of engine installations
need that octane rating and lead content, but the
majority do not. Don’t be deceived; with a lead

Roll out the barrel…

My old workhorse needed lots of lead

content approximately five times that of the old
fashioned 4* petrol there is nothing ‘low lead’ about
100LL. As well as being extremely toxic, TEL
causes spark plug fouling and premature engine
wear unless cylinder temperature and pressure is
high enough to process the lead content during
combustion and send it down the exhaust pipe
rather than migrating into the engine oil. The
detrimental effects of lead can be minimised by
correct use of leaning to optimise combustion
temperatures. The dreadful advice such as ‘never
lean below 3000 feet’ should be cast into the deep.
Leaning is necessary when using leaded fuels.
Of course many aircraft are run on unleaded
mogas; it’s cheap compared to avgas but there are
justifiable concerns about shelf life and the myriad
consequences of ethanol content. From a technical
point of view, ethanol produces only 17% of the
power of the equivalent amount of gasoline, so
higher ethanol content fuel equals less power.
There is an alternative. Unleaded avgas,
UL91, has been available for many years but its use
of it has not become widespread. It is approved for
a wide variety of engines; in 2012 Lycoming issued
Service Instruction SI-1070S which approved use of
UL91 in 55 models of engine. Rotax recommend
unleaded fuel for the 912/914 series engines; they
can also run on 100LL but with serious maintenance
penalties that are completely avoided by the use of
unleaded fuel. UL91 is the perfect fuel for small
Continentals from the A65 to the 0-200. We now
have a stock of UL91 fuel at Bodmin; for the time
being this is being dispensed by hand pump from a
drum into individual cans. Present price is £1.90 per
litre and I’ll admit it’s not the cheapest fuel around. If
we can get to the stage of having bulk delivery of
UL91 in the future then the price should be
significantly reduced.

Clubhouse clearout
Our clubhouse is certainly looking good. Roger
Davis is making a superb job of the outside, on
top of all the other tasks he has sorted inside and
underneath the building. On Monday I took
advantage of the bad weather and got our Henry
working on the inside, and imported the ‘new’
blue chairs that have been donated by Darren
Fern. David Evans and Justin Runnels kindly
assisted me with the job, and now the old
wooden chairs are in the hangar with covers and
will await their next journey... probably to be used
for hangar entertainment.
We need to renew or refurbish the ceiling, and
our budget should include a hard-wearing floor
covering. Hopefully we now have a good base to
set up our cafe to the Covid-19 precautionary
measures. I’m currently planning to make a set of
bookcases to house our little library and
magazine collection.
No wonder our airfield is well thought-of by
visitors from around the country... it’s just a great
little place with great people. – Pete White

The socially-distanced symphonia

And the band played on…
Members may have heard interesting noises
emanating from the hangar – Howard Fawkes is
behind it. SAS Secretary Kath Richardson
explains:
The SAS (Seriously AwEful Symphonia)
Camelford originated in 2006, as a community
based friendly light amateur orchestra. By the
beginning of 2019, however, it was on the brink of
closure due to financial shortfalls. Several
members vowed to save the SAS, and a
Committee was formed which set about
restructuring and reversing our fortunes. We
continued to meet weekly at the Camelford Hall to
practice, and we put on free concerts during the
year… and we are not as “seriously awful” as we
used to be!
Our musicians come from the area
surrounding Camelford, some from as far away as
Par and Bude. We are mostly retired, although
some members are younger. We are
open to all ages, however, and we are keen to
encourage younger people to join us. We welcome
anyone who has an interest in playing an
instrument, and we even have some spare
instruments that can be borrowed for free!
We play a range of music from all genres –
classical, popular and traditional. Our

scores are arranged to meet the skillset of our
players, and we support one another so that
everyone can have an enjoyable experience. Our
group is a social one, and prior to Covid-19, there
was opportunity for informal chat and cakes and a
hot drink in our mid-session break.
We had applied successfully for a grant
from the Cornwall Foundation, and were looking at
creating greater opportunities for engaging more
closely with the local community, both in Camelford
and in the neighbouring areas, possibly involving
visiting residential premises to entertain the elderly
people, or perhaps holding instrumental workshops,
or working with pre school children to explore a
range of musical instruments. We had arranged for
several “Roving Rehearsals”, the first of which was
to be held at Bude Bandstand, and we had also
received a booking to play at a local wedding!
Of course, like everyone, we were hit hard
by the 2020 pandemic, and since that time we have
been unable to play together. Back in March 2020,
a small number of members began meeting weekly
online, and we limped through a variety of technical
teething problems using several hosting platforms
and dealing with the glitches of slow internet
connections as best we could. With the inevitable
time lapse between each of us, and given that

timing is not a strong point of the orchestra, we
have had some hilarious moments, while
attempting a variety of stirring pieces… our
rendition of “Pomp and Circumstance” played on
clarinet, trombone, flute and treble recorder was a
one-off, never to be repeated!
When rules were relaxed to allow people
to visit one another outside, a handful of those
In Howard’s garden…

who had been meeting on Zoom had a couple of
socially distanced meetings in Howard Fawkes’s
wonderfully spacious garden. However, it was
decided that formal SAS practice could not be
considered until at least January 2021, depending
on how the pandemic continues.
At this point, Howard came up with the
inspired idea of using an open hangar at Cornwall
Flying Club, and we were thrilled that the Club
has agreed to this proposal. As the orchestra is

The orchestra in normal times

not currently operational, the plan is to give our
members the opportunity to have some extra
lessons from our Musical Director, who is a
qualified music teacher working in Cornwall. In
this way we can improve our skills and tackle
areas of difficulty, while preparing some new
pieces for our eventual return to the orchestra.
We have taken advice from government
websites and from amateur musician support
groups and are observing all current
guidelines to remain safe and within the law.
Although it is now established that amateur
orchestras may legally meet for rehearsals,
we feel that we are safer continuing with our
current arrangement for the rest of 2020,
rather than returning to an indoor building.
Howard has compiled a Risk Assessment to
cover all aspects of our presence in the
hangar.
Our first lesson last week was great fun
as we sorted out new seating plans and safe
positioning for our instruments. Distancing and
playing against a backdrop of Cessnas and
Robins taxiing and refuelling across the
tarmac, with the occasional overhead takeoff
made our rendition of “Magnificent Men in
their Flying Machines” all the more stirring!
Now that the rules are changing yet again, we
are considering how we can continue to meet
on alternate Sunday afternoons at 2pm without
being in breach of restrictions or putting
anyone at risk. As long as the Government
allows it, we will play on in some shape or form
during these difficult times, and we look
forward to seeing anyone interested in either
joining us or watching from a safe distance.
Many thanks to the Flying Club Committee for
giving us this wonderful opportunity.

